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SITUATION ANALYIS: 

 

COMPANY 

 
 

The University of Canberra (UC) Campus Estate is a department within the University. 
This department is responsible for the University’s infrastructure. In particular, Campus 
Estate will be focusing on transforming UC over the next decade, “Over the next decade, 
the University of Canberra's Bruce campus will be transformed into an integrated 
learning community, abolishing the boundaries between the academy, industry and 
community of all ages, and establishing UC as a showcase of the confluence of living, 
learning, innovation and entrepreneurship” (Campus Development, n.d). This department 
is set out to create a new future for the University, as well as the whole community, “At 
its heart will be the principles of co-creation and collaboration, offering fresh 
opportunities for national and international partnerships, transformational research, 
enriched learning experiences and vibrant commercial and networking activities” 
(Campus development, n.d). These improvements over the next decade will include 
changes such as, encouraging diversity, digital and smart initiatives, reuse viable and 
built form and infrastructure and setting ambitious environmental sustainability targets.  

 
 

CONSUMER 

 

“The University of Canberra maintained its full-time student load of approximately 11,500 
students in 2019” (University of Canberra Annual Report 2019, 2019). The University had 
a total of 8,861 domestic students and 2,274 international students on Australian 
campuses in 2019. The statistics from the annual report also illuminated that 5,874 of 
those students were female and 4,750 were male. The student population who 
participated in the “Student satisfaction and graduate outcomes” survey, voted that 80% 
had an overall satisfaction rate with the University. The University also obtains 
approximately 5000 employees according to their Linked in account. This means that UC 
Campus Estate is not only communicating to the students, but also the employees.   
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CATEGORY 

 

 
The primary competitors of the University of Canberra’s Campus Estate would be the 
surrounding higher education intuitions in the ACT. In particular, The Australian National 
University (ANU). ANU would be UC’s biggest and strongest competitor, as ANU also 
prioritises environmental management, with the “ANUgreen” program. The ANU is set to 
create a more sustainable university, with specific targets and strategies being 
implemented in 2021, according to the official website. The University also obtains an 
environmental management planning committee, along with partnerships such as the 
“International Sustainable Campus Network”. It is important to note that sustainability 
schemes should align with the ACT climate change initiative and the UN sustainability 
plan. Furthermore, a secondary competitor for UC would be the University of 
Wollongong. This University in particular has created a desirable focus on sustainability 
and resource conservation, with clubs and societies created just to focus on these 
issues. The University has a strategic plan commencing from 2020-2025, including 
campaigns and initiatives based on reducing waste and recycle, reducing water use and 
reducing energy use. The University also has a volunteer program entitled “Enviro 
Warriors”.   

 

 
 

COMMUNICATION  
 

 
 

 

The University of Canberra is currently working on a brand-new sustainability strategy 
and policy for 2020-2023. The University have implemented a new organic bins scheme 
on campus in partnership with Goterra in November 2019, the irrigation system has been 
installed in the Community Gardens also in November 2019 and the business clean up 
Australia day on the 25th of February 2020 was a success. Furthermore, the University 
has also implemented the UC Sustainability club, where members join every Wednesday 
to assist with the community gardens, as well as the UCX Food Pantry program where 
students are able to collect points in which to collect the food that the University has left 
over from things such as events. These schemes and programs have not yet been 
communicated to the UC student body regarding advertising and Marketing.  
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Strengths: 
                     

 
>Campus Estate has the reach to contact the whole UC 
community  
>Students willing to engage (as seen in primary research)  
>Big population of young adults that care about 
sustainability and resource conservation.  

 

 Weakness:  

>Lack of experience compared to Universities such as 
Wollongong  

>Lack of partnerships as Universities such as ANU have 
international contacts.  
>Lack of Funding  
>Lack of staff to carry out necessary roles  

Opportunities:  

 

>Educate the UC population on Resource conservation 
>If successful, could receive government & private grants 
(funding) to help further cause  
>Broaden UC’s appeal to community by becoming more 
sustainable  

Threats:  

 
>Lack of engagement/participation from the UC student 
Body 
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CONSUMER INSIGHTS:  

 

 

1. THE PROBLEM  

Few students at the University of Canberra are aware of the measures that the University 
have implemented in regard to resource conservation and waste management. This 
resulted in only 20% of respondents knowing about the Sustainability Club, 100% of 
respondents not being aware of the Food Pantry, 20% only knowing which bins to use if 
instructions are clearly labelled and a whooping 90% being unaware of any current 
strategies UC have put in place to promote Resource Conservation.  

2. THE OPPORTUNITY.  

These results indicate that there is a major opportunity to educate the UC student body 
on resource conservation. This can be done via educational campaigns utilizing social 
media platforms to directly communicate with the target demographic. This also leaves 
the opportunity to advertise the UC sustainability club and the UCX food pantry. This will 
create awareness and engagement to get the whole UC community involved. 
Furthermore, it provides the opportunity to label all bins to ensure every student is aware 
and confident on how to use the waste management system. Overall, there is plenty of 
opportunities to teach the UC community the importance of resource conservation.   

3. THE INSIGHT  

Unlike other concepts such as basic sustainability, resource conservation does not have 
the same level of awareness. This being said, with the right marketing and advertising the 
UC student body is excited to participate in this important matter, as 100% of student 
voted it is important to implement strategies to raise awareness of sustainability and 
resource conservation on campus (refer to appendix chart 1).   
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  TARGET AUDIENCE  

 

- The primary target audience will be undergraduate first and second year students of 
the University of Canberra. This is because first year students are more likely to 
engage as they are new and enthusiastic to participate in activities. The results of the 
survey found that majority of the respondents were in second year (refer to appendix, 
chart 2). Whilst this statistic is only a handful of the UC student population, it 
articulates that second-year students are still engaging.  

 
- The secondary target audience will be residential students of the University of 

Canberra. This will be beneficial as students have increased knowledge of their 
surroundings and are likely to participate on campus as they live there.   

DEMOGRAPHIC:                                                             GEOGRAPHIC: 

Onshore students: 11,135 (as of 2019)                            

- 80% Domestic students                                              - 58% ACT               
- 20% International students                                         - 7% Greater Sydney  
- 77% Undergraduate                                                    - 21% NSW Country  
- 20% Postgraduate                                                      - 14% Other  
- 55% Female  
- 44%Male  

 

PSYCHOGRAPHIC:                                                      BEHAVIOURAL: 

- Environmentally aware                                             - Willingness to participate  
- Technology savvy                                                    - Loyal to UC campus 
- Socially active                                                          - Confirmative behaviour  
- Outgoing lifestyle                                                     - Environmentally vocal  
- Opinionated                                                             - High engagement on social media 
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PERSONAS: 

Ashley: Primary Target 

• First year student studying at UC 
• Attends campus  
• Lives at home with Family  
• Works a part time job  
• Excited to participate and engage with other students  
• Believes in Climate Change  
• Wants to be more sustainable  
• Recycles  

 

Greg: Secondary Target 

• Second year student studying at UC 
• Lives on Campus  
• Works part time  
• Opinionated 
• Wants to be heard 
• Loves gardening  

• Social/outgoing  
• Believes sustainability/resource conservation is the way of the future  

COMMUNICATION OBJECTIVE: 
  
The aim of this campaign is to provide a coordinated strategy to engage and educate the 
student body of UC on Resource Conservation. This campaign will align with the 
University of Canberra’s sustainability strategies and the ACT governments climate 
change initiative. This will be implemented over the next three years.  

1. Educate the UC community on Resource Conservation 
2. Engage the UC student body through social media campaigns  
3. Engage a minimum of 20% of the student body in schemes and programs such as 

the UC Sustainability Club and UCX Food Pantry  
4. Increase awareness of Resource Conservation schemes and programs by 50% in 

2023.  



                                                                                                                                                                MANDATOIRES – UC Logo  

 

BACKGROUND:                                                                                                                                       BIG IDEA 

The Campus Development team have been responsible                                                                               “Engage with your resources”                          
for multiple significant improvements regarding the  
University of Canberra’s sustainability and resource                                                                                        TONE OF THE CAMPAIGN 
conservation. These improvements include programs                                                                 
and schemes such as the UCX Food Pantry and the                                                                                      - Informative  
UC Sustainability Club. However, Campus Development                                                                               - Educational                                                         
has had big difficulties informing the student body of                                                                                     - Engaging/Involving  
UC on these new initiatives. Through the use of primary                                                                                - Welcoming  
research, it was found that most of the UC respondents  
were largely unaware of these improvements. The  
question left is, how can Campus Development                                                                                              MEDIA PLATFORMS  
promote these new schemes and programs to                                                                                                    
ensure the student body is aware of them and                                                                                                Social Media: Instagram and Facebook  
can utilize them? A campaign that markets                                                                                
and advertises these changes can consequently                                                                                            Digital advertising: UC website and EDM campaigns   
inform students of the improvements, help 
educate them on the importance of resource                                                                                                  Traditional advertising: flyers, posters and handouts  
conservation and create engagement.                                                                              
                                                                                                                                                                          BUDGET/TIME   
PROBLEM AND INSIGHT  
                                                                                                                                                                          $75,000                                                                                                                                                          
Students are not engaging with the new resource conservation                                                                     Planning: 1st July 2020 (new financial year)                                                                                                     
schemes and programs put into place by Campus Development,                                                                  Implementation: 1st September 2020 
as they have not been made aware of these improvements.                                                                           Evaluation: March 2021 (6 months later)   
                                                                                                                                                                          Revaluation every 6 months.   
“Outlining the reason why sustainability on campus is important,                                             

I believe any institution can always do more in regard to                       EVALUATION 
Resource Conservation”. 
                                                                                                                                                                         Email metrics: Delivery, open and click through rates 
COMMUINCATION OBJECTIVES 
                     Social metrics: Volume, reach, engagement and 
Increase awareness of Resource Conservation schemes and programs by 50% in 2023.                     Shared.  

CREATIVE BREIF 
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APPENDIX: 
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